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Our Price $13,900
Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  1GB0GRFPXJ1189390  

Make:  Chevrolet  

Stock:  2814  

Model/Trim:  Express CUTAWAY VAN 3500  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  WHITE  

Engine:  EcoTec3 4.3L V6 276hp 298ft. lbs.  

Interior:  BLACK Cloth  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  181,106  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 11 / Highway 16

Step inside the world of unbridled capability and exceptional versatility
with the 2018 Chevrolet Express 3500, a vehicle that stands as a
testament to robust reliability and enduring value. Cloaked in a pristine
white exterior, this full-sized van exudes professionalism and purpose,
making it the ideal companion for businesses and individuals who
demand both performance and practicality.

Under the hood, the 2018 Chevrolet Express 3500 is powered by the
formidable EcoTec3 4.3L V6 engine, delivering a robust 276
horsepower and a commanding 298 ft-lbs of torque. This powerhouse is
mated to an 8-Speed Shiftable Automatic transmission that ensures
smooth and responsive shifts, giving you the confidence to tackle any
job, no matter how big or small. Whether you're navigating bustling city
streets or cruising on the open highway, this van is equipped to deliver
unwavering performance.

Step into the cabin and immerse yourself in an environment that marries
functionality with comfort. The interior is adorned with sleek black
upholstery, creating a modern and professional atmosphere that is
perfect for any task at hand. The ergonomic design of the cabin ensures
that every control is within reach, allowing for effortless operation while
on the move.

The 2018 Chevrolet Express 3500 isn't just about raw power; it's also
about smart convenience. Equipped with a suite of manufacturer
options and packages, this van is designed to cater to your every need.
Whether it's moving cargo or transporting passengers, the Express
3500 adapts to your requirements, offering flexibility and customization
that is second to none.

Safety and durability are at the core of the Chevrolet Express 3500's
design. The robust construction and advanced safety features provide
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design. The robust construction and advanced safety features provide
peace of mind, knowing that you and your cargo are protected at all
times. This is a vehicle built to withstand the rigors of daily use, offering
reliability that you can count on day in and day out.

The 2018 Chevrolet Express 3500 is more than just a vehicle; it's a
mobile office, a cargo hauler, and a dependable partner that's ready to
take on any challenge. Its impressive capabilities are matched only by
its unwavering dependability, making it the perfect choice for those who
demand excellence in every aspect of their vehicle.

Don't miss the opportunity to own this beacon of strength and efficiency.
The 2018 Chevrolet Express 3500 is ready to serve as the backbone of
your business or support your adventurous lifestyle. With its striking
white exterior, powerful performance, and versatile interior, this van is
poised to exceed your expectations and elevate your driving
experience.

Take the first step towards unparalleled capability and discover the
2018 Chevrolet Express 3500 today. Unleash the potential of your
endeavors and experience the satisfaction of driving a vehicle that truly
understands the meaning of hard work. Your journey to success begins
with the turn of a key – make it happen with the Chevrolet Express
3500.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

Snapshot

2018 CHEVROLET EXPRESS 3500

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

6 Service history
records

2 Previous owners

Types of owners: Corporate,
Personal

Last owned in Pennsylvania

181,219 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Exterior

- Daytime running lights  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System
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